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rwaøm;

1. Statistics
Torah: 15. Nebiim: 1. Ketubim: 3. Total: 19.
2a. Literal Use
√

rwaøm; is a derivative of rwa, a nominal form with the preformative
m added to the verbal stem. Its literal use is confined to the description of the Tabernacle and its furniture. With the exception
of Exod. 35:14a and Num. 4:9 it is always used in combination
with ˆm,v,, ‘(olive)oil’. Two combinations can be discerned: (1) ˆm,v,
raoM;l' (Exod. 25:6; 35:8; cf. rwaøm;l] ˆm,V;h' in Exod. 35:28), further
particularised as rwaøM;l' tytiK; Ëz: tyIz" ˆm,v,, ‘pure beaten olive oil for
the rwaøm;’ (Exod. 27:20; Lev. 24:2); (2) rwaøM;h' ˆm,v, (Exod. 35:14b;
39:37; Num. 4:16). According to Exod. 27:20; Lev. 24:2 the oil
is intended for the permanent maintenance of the lamp (→ rnE).
As such the oil is mentioned together with the implements (→
yliK]) and lamps (→ rnE plur.) of the lampstand (→ hr:nOm]) in Exod.
35:14; 39:37, to which are added other utensils in Num. 4:9. It
figures among the valuable substances in use for the service of
the Tabernacle (Num. 4:16).
From Exod. 27:20; Lev. 24:2 the conclusion can be drawn that
rwaøm; is not to be equated with rnE. As appears from the explicative
construct chain rwaøM;h' tr"nOm] in Exod. 35:14a; Num. 4:9, rwaøm; may be
most adequately circumscribed as ‘source of light, bearer of light’.
This interpretation is confirmed by the use of rwaøm; in Gen. 1:1416, a passages which as the other texts in the Torah is ascribed
to the priestly author(s) (P). rwaøm; seems to be a somewhat vague
term for the luminary, the means by which illumination, lighting
is brought about. In the description of the Tabernacle and its
utensils it evidently denotes the lampstand with its lamps (along
with the redundant rwaøM;h' tr"nOm] [tautology] of Exod. 35:14 in the
parallel Exod. 39:37 hr:hoF]h' hr:nOM]h' ‘the pure lampstand’ is used).
As is the case with rnE, the means also can denote the means in
use, i.e. the burning light.
2b. Figurative Use
In Gen. 1:14-16 rwaøm; plur. (although masculine [see Gen. 1:16]
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three times the femine form troaom] is used [see on the contrary
yrEwaøm] in Ezek. 32:8]) is used to denote the heavenly bodies, the
luminaries. In Gen. 1:16 they are particularised as the ‘two great
lights’, sun and moon, further particularised as ‘the greater light’
(ldoG:h' rwaøM;h)' and ‘the lesser light’ (ˆwfoQ;h' rwaøM;h)' , and the stars
(= ‘the other lights’). With a somewhat pleonastic wording the
heavenly bodies figure as rwaø yrEwaøm], ‘the shining lights’, in Ezek.
32:8. In Ps. 74:16 rwaøm; is used along with the sun (vm,v), . In view
of the chiastic parallellism of the verse (day-night-light-sun) the
moon must be meant (cf. MSS Ì: selhvnhn and ÊK ). In short, in
the above texts rwaøm; figures as a metaphorical, poetical term for
a heavenly source of light (cf. the use of rnE as a designation for
the moon in Sir. 43:7 [Ì: fwsth;r), and of nūru and nyr/nr(t) in
respectively Akkadian and Ugaritic divine epitheta; → rnE, section
4). In this way the function of the heavenly bodies is strongly
emphasised. Their being is reduced to a mere functional existence.
No conclusion can be drawn with regard to concrete background
of the metaphorical language, whether the picture of a lamp or
another source of light (e.g. a torch, lantern or firepan) is evoked.
In Ps. 90:8 and Prov. 15:30 rwaøm; is used as nomen regens in
construct chains with respectively µynIp;, ‘face’, (of God) and µyIn"y[e,
‘eyes’ (of man). Face and eyes are closely related and sometimes
appear to be interchangeable. This is the case also in Ps. 90:8
and Prov. 15:30 where the source of light is a metaphor for the
look reflecting the mood, the judgement and the feelings of a
person. In the case of Ps. 90:8 the (brightly burning) light is a
metaphor for the penetrating look of Yhwh, for whom nothing is
concealed. In the case of Prov. 15:30a, an exhortation to kindness,
the (brightly burning) light is a metaphor for the favourable look
of the highly-placed, who is the bringer of good news (cf. Prov.
15:30b). As for its meaning, there is no difference between the use
of rwaøm; in Ps. 90:8 and Prov. 15:30 and the use of rwaø as nomen
regens in construct chain with µynIp; in Ps. 4:7; 44:4; 89:16; Job
29:24; Prov. 16:15.
3. Epigraphic Hebrew
Not attested.
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4. Cognates
√
Semitic: ֓wr seems to be Hamito-Semitic (Cohen et al., DRS,
13; Orel & Stolbova, HSED, 35), but only in the North-West
Semitic languages it is fully developed. The maqtal -formation occurs exclusively in Biblical Hebrew and later Jewish sources (cf.
HAHAT, 620).
5. Ancient Versions

Ì and other Greek versions: Gen. 1:14, 16 fwsthvr plur., ‘luminary
. . . light, splendour’ (GELS-L, 511). Gen. 1:15 (added in Gen.
1:14); MSS Ps. 74:16 (Ì 73:16) fau'si" ‘light . . . illumination’
(GELS-L, 500), but MSS selhvnh ‘moon’ (GELS-L, 423; cf. ÊK ).
Exod. 27:20; 35:14 (Ì 35:16); 39:17 (Ì 39:37); Lev. 24:2; Num.
4:16 fw'" ‘light . . . day-light . . . illumination’ (GELS-L, 511).
Num. 4:9 fwtivzw ‘to shine, to give light . . . to enlighten’ (GELSL, 511). Ezek. 32:8 faivnw ‘to give light, shine’ (GELS-L, 499).
Ps. 90:8 (Ì 89:8) fwtivsmo" ‘light’ (GELS-L, 511). Prov. 15:30 (Ì
16:2) qewrevw ‘to look at, to behold, to see” [‘the eye which sees
beautifull things’]) , but GELS-L, 205: ‘seeing, causing to see’ (=
harm?). The hexaplaric witnesses try to harmonise these different
translations, as in Ps. 74:16 where Àò and ßò have fwsthvr, Áò fw'"
and Prov. 15:30 where Àò has fwsthvr and ßò fwtivsmo".

∑T : wrhna ‘lighting’; ryhn ‘luminary’; arhn ‘light’; wrhn ‘light’ (Tal,
DSA, 506-7).

Ê: ÊO , ÊPsJ , ÊN in Gen. 1:14-16 arwhn sing. and plur. (cf. → rnE, sec-

tion 5) ‘light’ (Levy, CWT, vol. 2, 96; Jastrow, DTT, 881; Sokoloff, DJPA, 342). Exod., Lev., Num. arhna, atwrhna, yrwhna, verbal
√
nouns of rhn, ‘to illuminate, shine, give light’ (Levy, CWT, vol.
2, 95’; Jastrow, DTT, 882; Sokoloff, DJPA, 343) resulting in nominal renderings like ‘lighting, illumination’ (Levy, CWT, vol. 1,
40; Jastrow, DTT, 82; Sokoloff, DJPA, 65). ÊJ Ezek. 32:8 yrhnm
√
(arwhn), participium of rhn Pael ‘to give light, shine; to illumine,
brighten, make shine’ (Levy, CWT, vol. 2, 95; Jastrow, DTT, 882;
Sokoloff, DJPA, 343). ÊK Ps. 74:16 arhys ‘moon’ (Levy, CWT,
vol. 2, 149; Jastrow, DTT, 960; Sokoloff, DJPA, 369); Ps. 90:8
and Prov. 15:30 arwhn ‘light’ (see above).
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Í: Mostly Í paraphrases ˜ in using forms of the Aphel of the verb
nhr ‘to give forth light, to shine brightly’ (Payne Smith [Margoliouth], CSD, 329). In Gen. 1:14, 16 and Ezek. 32:8 it chooses
the noun nahı̄rā, ‘light’ (Payne Smith [Margoliouth], CSD, 329),
in Ps. 74:16; 90:8; Prov. 15:30 nūhārā, ‘light, brightness’ (Payne
Smith [Margoliouth], CSD, 330).
◊: Gen. 1:14, 16 luminare, luminaria ‘that which gives light, luminary, lamp’ (Lewis & Short. LD, 1085). Gen. 1:15 translation
by means of the verb luceo ‘to be light, to shine’, etc. (Lewis
& Short. LD, 1079). Exod. 25:6; 35:8, 28 (oleum) ad luminaria
concinnanda ‘oil to make lights’ (dynamic equivalent translation
of raoM;l)' . Exod. 35:14a (candelabrum) ad luminaria sustentanda
‘(candelabrum) to support the lights’ (dynamic equivalent translation of the nomen rectum rwaøM;h)' . Exod. 35:14b (oleum) ad nutrimenta ignium ‘the oil for nourishing the fires’ (dynamic equivalent translation of the nomen rectum rwaøM;h)' . Num. 4:16 (oleum)
ad concinnandas lucernas (dynamic equivalent translation of the
nomen rectum rwaøM;h)' . In Exod. 39:37; Num. 4:9 a translation is
lacking. Ezek. 32:8 luminaria (translation of rwaø yrEwaøm]). Ps. 74:16
(Vulg. 73:16) aurora ‘dawn’. Ps. 90:8 (Vulg. 89:8) illuminatio ‘a
lighting up, enlightening’ (Lewis & Short. LD, 887). Prov. 15:30
lux ‘light’.
6. Judaic Sources
In Sir. 43:4 the glare (rwn) of the sun is poetically described as ‘its
tongue of light’ (rwam ˆwçl). The word rwam is frequently used in the
texts from Qumran, e.g. as a designation of the sun (lwdg rwam, 1
QHa XX (XII).5; cf. Gen. 1:16), the heavenly bodies (lwbzm twrwam
çdwq, ‘the lights from the holy vault’, 1QS X.3; twrwam abx, ‘the
army of lights’, 1 QM X.11; alp yrwam ‘wonderful lights’, 4Q286
Frag, 1, II. 3), as a metaphor for God (µlw[ rwam, ‘eternal light’, 1
QHa XV (VII).25; → rnE, section 2b), and as synonym of rwa (rwam
˚vjm, ‘light from the darkness’, 1 QHa XVII (IX).26; ynp rwam,
‘the light of my face’, 4Q429, Frag. 1, col. IV.5); rwam rç, ‘prince
of light’, 1 QM XIII.10).
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7. Illustrations
→ hr:nOm].
8. Archaeological Remarks
→ rnE, section 8.
9. Conclusion

rwam is a rather vague term, denoting the means by which illumination, lighting is brought about. It is used for the Tabernacle
lampstand with its lamps, and for the heavenly bodies with special attention to their function. The translators of the ancient
versions appear to have realised this. It is unlikely that a concrete concept of heavenly lamps forms the background of this use
of the word. Most of its attestations can be attributed to P or
later sources which had only a vague recollection about the concrete, tangible objects in the Tabernacle. Moreover, the word is
exclusively attested in Jewish sources. Therefore it seems most
likely that it was coined deliberately to avoid any all too realistic
representations of either the tabernacle furniture or the astral
bodies worshipped by Israel’s neighbours. With regard to the latter we may compare ‘the white one’ (hn:b;L]h', the moon) and ‘the
hot one’ (hM;j'h', the sun) in Isa. 24:23. Many of the modern dictionaries of Biblical Hebrew assume far too concrete meanings
(see below, section 10).
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